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" IT'S NICE to have a hit rec- 
ord," said John Gorton, bass 
guitarist with the Kinks. It's 
been a long time since the 
Kinks, who were compared 
to the Stones in their early 
days, have been in the hit 
parade. But " Lola " is selling 
fast. 

" The last one, ' Victoria,' 
didn't catch on at all, and 
neither did the LP Arthur. I 
think the trouble was people 
thought we we're trying to 
take off the Who by doing an 
opera but we weren't. Ray 
had been writing it for at 
least two years before it was 
released," said John. 

John was in London for a 
few days' rest, taking a break from a hectic tour of the 
States which finished soon. " I came over for a break 
from American food really. 
They eat such garbage over 
there. The trouble is they 
don't know how to eat, that's 
why most of them are fat." 

The Kinks' tour of the States 
is going well, and they have 
been luckier than most groups 
in being able to play at all. " At one place we played, 
they had cancelled a Crosby, 
Stills, Nash and Young con- 
cert, but they allowed us to 
play. I suppose it was because 
we are not in the States too 
often." 

John said the Kinks now 
had a fuller sound with the 
addition of John Gosling on 
piano and organ. " John the 
Baptist, as we have nicknamed 
him, has added a lot to the 
group, we are more together 
now, and more of a band. 
Also it gives Ray more time 
to sing and play guitar, and 
more freedom for Dave to do 
what he wants. When Ray had 
to play piano on some 
numbers it took quite a lot of 
time, taking off his guitar 
and all that." 

John joined the Kinks In 
March last year, while Pete 
Quaife was in hospital. " Pete 
was Injured in a car crash 
and I was asked to fill in for 
him until he came out of hos- 
pital. Then he decided to 
leave the group full time, and 
I stayed on." 

American audiences are to 
John's liking. " Over there we 
are classed as an underground 
group, and the audience we 
get Is more mature, we see 
very few 15 -year -olds in the 
crowd. Most of them are aged 
from 17 to their thirties. " Also they join in and 
dance and generally have a 
good time, not at all like Eng- 
lish audiences who are very 
subdued." 

Looking slightly ashamed 
John admitted that he had 
only just played the Kinks' 
second to last album "Village 
Green," " I never listen to 
what Pete played. I prefer to 
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do my own style of bass play- ing to the old numbers like ' You Really Got Me,' it's hard 
work copying." 

Two of the things the Kinks 
miss in the States are British 
pubs and beer. "This time we 
have been lucky in finding two 
British bars, one in New York 
and one in San Francisco. 
They sell Red Barrel at both 
of them, but it costs ten bob 
a pint, which is not too bad 
really. At one hotel I went 
Into the restaurant and order- 
ed a cheeseburger and a cup of tea; that came to about 50 
bob." 

The other thing they miss 
is football. " We went to see 
the Brazil -England match at 
Madison Square Gardens. It 
was quite funny watching the 
game with about 100,000 Bra- 
zilians! I think we were the 
only British people there. Even 
after the game we went to 
queue up for tickets for the 
final, we were so sure Eng- 
land would get into the final. 
Then we had to sit through a 
final played by two lousy 
teams," said John. 

When the Kinks come back 
from the States they will fin- 
ish recording their next album 
and do occasional dates in 
this country. " We have re- 
corded four songs so far, but 
as it is a double album it 
will take some time before ít 
is finished. Most of the songs 
have beenwritten by Ray, but 
I think a couple of Dave's 
might be recorded for it." 
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DID YOU wonder, 
last week, why 

that immense and terri- 
fying electric storm 
lashed down on Lon- 
don? 

Dr John Creaux, the 
Night Tripper, brought 
it with him. 

Because at exactly 
the time that the storm 
began, Dr John was 
starting a series of pre- 
dawn sessions in Lon- 
don's Trident Studios. 

I arrived there too late to 
hear them recording the 
first session, with Victor 
Bros on organ, Steve York 
on bass, and Kenneth Ter- 
roade on flute, but the play- 
backs were something else. 
They cut one number, " Zu- 
Zu Woman," which was a 
complete gas, way out in 
the good doctor's voodoo 
bag, with a lot of funky call -and -response between 
himself and singer Joni 
Jones. 

But the second session, which I managed to drag my- self out of bed for, was the killer. Held between 3 and 8 am on Thursday, it featured the following friends: Eric 
Clapton (guitar), Mick Jagger, 
Bobby Whitlock, Pat Arnold, 
Shirley Goodman, and Joni 
Jones (back-up vocals), Bobby 
Keys (tenor), Ray Draper 
(tuba, euphonium, bells), Wal- ter Davis (piano), Carl Radie 
(bass), Fred Stahle (drums). 
and Jim Gordon (congas) . 
plus of course Dr John, other- 
wise known as Mack Reban- 
nack, on piano, guitar, and 
lead vocals. 

The personnel alone made 
it extraordinary. There was 
Jagger, the pop superstar, 
Clapton the guitar hero, Míss 
Goodman the soul singer (she 
was half of Shirley and Lee, 
who had a hit with " Let The 
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DR JOHN at the piano with (from left): Walter Davis (organ), Ray Draper (tuba), Bobby Whitlock, Pat Arnold, Joni Jones, Shirley Goodman, Mick Jagger (vocals), Jim Gordon (congas), Carl Radle (bass), Tommy Faromi (guitar), Eric Clapton (guitar). 

Good Times Roll "), Ray Drap- 
er the avant-garde jazz tuba- 
ist, Davis the fine jazz pian- 
ist, and the rhythm section 
from Delaney and Bonnie's 
old Friends now with Clapton. 

Rebannack was the catalyst 
and that night all the musi- 
cians were brothers and sis- 
ters in soul, regardless of their 
stylistic differences and widely 
diverging experience. 

They laid down a couple of 
Dr John's songs, which he told 
me later were called "The Moon" and " The Sun" (I 
think he was putting me on, 
but maybe not), both of them 
greasy chants reeking with 
the swamp flavour of Cajun 
music. 

The rhythms were loose and 
relaxed, and the five - voice 
choir was the main element, 
repeating the riffs over and 
over again to build a harsh 
exotic atmosphere. 

Jagger appeared to enjoy 
himself throughly in the con- 
text, concentrating hard. on 
learning the exact timing of 
hit phrases and taking tips 
from the band's regular sing- 
ers, Shirley and Joni, who also 
gave Whitlock a lot cf coach- 
ing. 

The new, more withdrawn 
Clapton was also in evidence, 
quietly sitting down to play 
his Telecaster with a steel 
bottleneck. What came out 
was the most satisfying Clap - 
ton I've ever heard, very reti- 
cent but adding a whole lot 
to the ensemble sound with 
sweet, sliding fills and brief 
glistening solos. 

Draper and Davis, the two 
experienced jazz musicians, 
also made valued contribu- 
tions, particularly in the intro 
to "The Sun," where Davis 
added little flutters and runs 
behind the euphonium's hard 

Exclusive- 

an incredible 

session 

featuring, 

among others 

fanfares. 
After Dr John had taught 

the newcomers " The Sun," 
he told them: "I want you to 
play this like children.. Get 
out of your adult bags, and 
into a child thing." It's an ex- 
traordinary song, with a 
chorus that goes " Chickoma 
chickoma chikoma chickoma 

. chickomacrannigrows / 
salt and pepper . . . she can't 
go-go." Over it, Rebannack 
sings some of that freaky 
Creole stuff which has such 
lovely- word -shapes, and it 
ends with the singers whisper- 
ing the chorus. 

It was a very relaxed ses- 
sion, with all kinds of beauti- 
ful ladies hovering round the 
control box and handing 
drinks to the musicians, and 
to get a really sweaty, funky 
atmosphere Dr John had most 
of the lights and all the air- 
conditioning switched off: 

Jagger, 

Clapton and 

P. P. Arnold... 
The leader was obviously 

very much in charge, but his 
openness is such that you 
could imagine Miles Davis, 
Son House, Pablo Casals. or 
Segovia walking in and being 
able to find a place for them- 
selves in what was going on. 
Truly, It was Open Music. 

The session came to end at 
just about the time the early 
commuters were thundering 
along beneath the ground, but 
no-one was bleary-eyed as 
they went their various 
ways. 

I ain't slept for two days 
and I don't feel like it now," 
said Charlie Greene, Reban- 
nack's manager and the ses- 
sion's producer. 

That's a baaaaad tam," 
said Dr John. eyeing Mick 
Jagger's elegant peaked cap. 

" What?' said Jagger. 
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FREE cON CERT IN HYDE PARK = 

On Saturday July 18,197© otwéen'1 2 pm 
!tUr :T. Pink Floyd :Third,, Ear Band: Kevin Ayers : Edgar Broughton Band 
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PINK FLOYD 
Ummagumma 
Harvest SHDW 112 

THIRD EAR BAND 
Harvest SHVL 773 
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KEVIN AYERS 
Joy of a Toy 
SHVL 763 
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EDGAR BROUGHTON BAND 
Sing Brother Sing 
Harvest SHVL 772 
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E.M.I Records (The Gramophone C6 Ltd.) E.M.I House. 20 Manchester Square. londori WlA IE$_, 


